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I was lured in by pretty graphics and match 3 gameplay. I quietly suffered through cringeworthy writing and an interface that is
so bad I was amazed that any one at Square Enix allowed it to be published. I made it through an obnoxious boss battle where
the guy keeps running away but the screen dramatically announces my "DEFEAT", then I chase him around on the silly map
until he finally stops and I can go through it over (... and over and over) again.

These weren't the reasons I decided to put the game away for good. What really got to me were the things added to provide a
"challenge". I need a good challenge but there comes a point when it's not fun anymore. I'm very familiar with match 3 games
and lots of them add things like locking or freezing pieces on the board or making pieces require timely removal before
something bad happens. This game uses all of those but in ways that are excessive. There were too many times when a
dangerous piece appeared but had a very short timer and I had no matches on the board and frequently no matching colors
anywhere near the piece. So I'd have to make what the game calls "Idle Twists" to move the pieces where I needed them. The
game makes sure you know every time you've done this by filling the screen with the words "IDLE TWIST" in an overly
dramatic way and punishing you. It feels excessive because it's making an awfully big deal about a necessary part of the strategy.

Then to top it off, when you produce a special attack piece it gets locked in place. I don't know why. It seems unnecessarily
cruel. But it's fine, right? I mean, in most match 3 games that's not such a big deal but in this "twisting" style of game it creates
big limitations and to top it off you need those pieces fairly quickly to advance but you also immediately need to get rid of the
"bad" pieces but none of the matching colors you need are on the board or if they are you still need to slowly nudge them over
while getting punished with every careful and tedious click. On some boards I played I had absolutely no chance of winning
because of the game's design and algorithms. That wouldn't have been so annoying if a loss didn't mean such a heavy penalty as
it does in this game because of the "rpg" elements. I just wanted to play a cool twisty match 3 with a fantasy story and pokemon-
like pet collecting and nice pictures. That's not what this is. This is a game that hates the players and wants us to suffer.

Tl;dr: I feel like the people who made this game didn't have an understanding of what makes a match 3 game fun to play..
Puzzle Bots is a 2D puzzle game that is filled to the brim with character goofiness and charm. If there is anything this game did
right, it is proper humor for the casual audience it is intended for. The story is pretty well written for a short game, and the voice
acting is spot on. The one thing I did not like in Puzzle bots was the non-existence of hints of any kind. Some of these puzzles
were super elaborate, so in some cases it will be a guess and check ordeal too see if the you are solving the puzzles correctly.
Overall it was very difficult to find any fault with this game, other than the fact it probably won\u2019t appeal to the
\u201chardcore\u201d audience.. Super meat shooter is a oldschool fps, this is a really good game but the flushing toilet sound
effect is not very good, I like it a lot because of the weapons, they look really cool, you saw the double barrel shotgun in this
game? more "dark souls" than that impossible, well that game is good, but I hope they develop a sequel without the flushing
toilet sound effect.

+amazing weapons
+cool level design
+explosive barrels
+great gameplay
-not so good sound effects

10\/10. this game is relaxing, with good music and smooth game play.. No gameplay at all, huge level with nothing in it. It is a
walking simulator for 16.99$ and not even 2 hours of gameplay.
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Okay, so you start up a video game and it's in a smaller resolution than your monitor, what do you do?
You adjust the video settings, of course.
Oh wait, there are none.
So I go to the story mode, I get to choose out of 3 cars, each with 3 colours.
I start the race until I realize, I have no idea how to fire any of the weapons.
So I go to check the controls.
Oh wait, there are no settings for controls.
The game doesn't even mention the controls.
The levels are short and bland, mostly just repetitions of eachother with some small variations.
Basically, this game is♥♥♥♥♥ even for free.. I say no.
Grimind caught me because 3 things:
 indie
 platformer
 style & story

Author of game tell us: ... and additionally discover what are you doing there alone \u2013 but is it certain... that you are there...
alone.

So the most frustrating thing, that you will not discover that. Who you are, what are you doing there, where is exit. You don't need
that. Jump, fight, run. The game generates even more questions and don't give answers.

Maybe not to bother and play only as platformer.
Level design is very poor. Just stupid dark tunnels. The level design will not change from beginning to the end. Even playing in the
mind of creature, we can't find any difference with other levels.
Audio- same thing.

Last fight with friend -really \u0430wful, frustrating thing.

All gamers, who expect a lot from a storyline, amazing indie, and horror story just pass by.There was a promising idea here but
nothing in the game came together to make for an interesting experience. Only disappointment ending.

0\/10. It is a pretty entertaining Visual Novel is the long and short of it. Magi Trails hits on a few nice notes if you're a fan of
magic and hogwarts-like settings. It has also some more specific flair if you're into genderbending. If magic strikes your interest
then this will probably be very enjoyable for a runthrough or two.

Overall it was fun distraction. It caught me off guard how when I was stumbling through the story on my first play through I ended
up with a completely different (but still happy) ending than the one I was intending. While some of the decision points are merely
minor variations or just longer versions of the same scene, there were other decisions that took you into different
locations/significantly different scenes. It was very much appreciated for repeated playthroughs!

My only complaint is how some endings go. I unknowingly made the right choices and had 5 different endings lined up for me
between a few decision points. Of course four of them were bad endings, but it felt strange to put time into multiple bad endings that
are literally right next to each other.
Maybe that is just personal preference when it came to having different bad endings lined up next to each other. When it also comes
to getting with the various...and by various I mean like two love interests. Still I was satisfied with both endings!

The greatest heart ache with Visual Novels like these for me is that they always leave me wanting more. For ten dollars though if
you have an interest in magical settings and girls kissing it is worth it!. in its current state, wouldnt recommend Stolen Steel at all its
very rough and still ran like crap on my i7 980 system. everything felt very unresponsive and I feel in a game like this you need to
be able to do everything you would be able to do in real life such as slashing an enemys exposed leg (which does not work in this)

Pros: its pretty.
Cons: everything else.. A very funny and enjoyable Point & Click that's definitely worth playing for anyone who enjoys the genre.

Pros:
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- Very funny
- Good voice acting
- Good background music
- The songs at the start of each chapter are great
- Interesting story

Cons:
- No in-game hints system
- There were multiple spots where I never would have figured out how to proceed without a walkthrough. Thankfully using a
walkthrough doesn't completely ruin the experience, but as always I recommend using one only when you get stuck.
- Droggeljug

Verdict: 9\/10. First of all, I'm a huge fan of Choice of games. I've only played a few, but these are among the best storytelling I've
ever seen, no matter the media.
Second, I played the Heroes Rise trilogy, and I loved every moment of it. So I had rather high expectations about Redemption
Season, as the sequel to one of my new favorite licence.

And I was kind of scared, seeing this only rated as "Variable" (in French), compared to the other games, which all have received
really good reviews.

I just completed my first run, achieving almost the best score of Legend possible, and I'll most certainly replay it.

I get why so many peoples seems disappointed in this episode. ** minor spoiler here ** As some said, the game revolve heavily
around the segregation among the Powered, and mostly toward Ani Powered, Morpho Powered and Disembodied. And some find
you actually barely see it in game. I completely agree. Though, it's a logical and good narrative choice. Inside of the Hero Project,
heroes are secluded and receive as less as possible informations from the "outer world" (like in most reality show). It's actually only
logical, that you can't go on the streets and see this by yourself. ** end of spoiler **

As usal, the narrative is extremely good, the story really got me to actually care deeply for characters, a thing that happens more
than often with Choices of Game, and particularly Heroes Rise. So far, in my opinion, it's the storyline that offer exchanges with
the most characters (and they're all unique and deep). I'm kind of discouraged by some aspects of the story, for personnal reasons.
As such, would I rate it as my favorite narrative game? No. The first trilogy of Heroes Rise is still too fresh to let its place goes. But
it's by far one of the best I played (as a text based game), and a top tier game in general (still in my opinion, obviously).

Plus side: if you've played the first trilogy, many informations about what has been going on behind the scene can be foud here and
there. To me, it explained a lot of situations I found rather dubious, and seems a bit more logical now. If you have one, I highly
recommand to load one of your previous game, seeing the consequences of your choices and getting news from your previous self
(and his/her group) is really a plus.

9/10 to me (Heroes Rise as a whole being a 10/10. Individually, I have my favorites, and some I would have some concerns to
express, but it's really designed to be experienced as a whole). Why do people hate this game? It's a fan made mod, it does its job of
entertaining you for about half an hour, and probably one of the better made mods of seen since it doesnt rely on a complete ghost
town of a multiplayer mode. Give it the try, you will enjoy it if you remember you're playing a mod and not a fully fledged game
from Valve.
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